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Globalization and Food 

Vocabulary Quiz #4 !!
Part 1: Write the letter of the definition that best matches with the word. Write the let-
ter in the parentheses. (1 pt each = 10 pts) !!

!!!!!!!!!

1. endangered          (               )
a.  something that is more important than 
other thing

2. fuel                        (                  ) b. a dangerous or harmful situation

3. sweep through    (                  ) c. people who buy things

4. processed            (                   ) d. basic, important food

5. benefit                  (                  ) e. something that produces heat or power

6. consumer              (                )
f. used when saying that a number or 
amount is not exact

7. priority                   (                 ) g. to quickly move through

8. obstacle                 (                     ) h. advantage

9. approximately       (                   )
i. treated with chemicals that preserve it 
or change the colors

10. staples                    (                )
j. something that stops you doing or 
achieving something successfully
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Part 2: Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word. You may have to change the form 
of the word. There are two extra words. (1.5 pts each = 15 pts) 

!!
1. There are not a lot of ____________________ in candies. They are mostly made 

out of sugar. 

2. There are ______________________ 15 students in the 232R class. 

3. The hurricane ______________________ the town yesterday. It damaged many 

homes and some people got injured. 

4. Her host family owns a farm, so she has to take care of the _________________ 

every day. She feeds them in the morning. 

5. My _____________________ in life is family and friends. 

6. He had many __________________ in life but he never gave up. He is now the 

CEO of the company. 

7. Keisuke is going to ___________________ to the Graduation Luncheon by 

singing a song with Shin. 

8. My sister works in the marketing division, so she researches what 

_______________ are likely to buy. 

9. The sandwich at their restaurant uses ___________________ meat, so it is not 

very healthy. 

10.__________________ in Asian countries are usually rice. 

staples extinction shift

consumer nutrients contribute

priority processed approximately

sweep through obstacle livestock


